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REPORTS
interneurons in cortical and subcortical structures
(7) use similar mechanisms. Our results suggest
that interneurons do not operate as fully independent neuronal units but share charge during chemical synaptic excitation and thus exhibit features
of a syncitium.
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The Geometric Structure of the
Brain Fiber Pathways
Van J. Wedeen,1* Douglas L. Rosene,2 Ruopeng Wang,1 Guangping Dai,1 Farzad Mortazavi,2
Patric Hagmann,3 Jon H. Kaas,4 Wen-Yih I. Tseng5
The structure of the brain as a product of morphogenesis is difficult to reconcile with the
observed complexity of cerebral connectivity. We therefore analyzed relationships of adjacency and
crossing between cerebral fiber pathways in four nonhuman primate species and in humans by
using diffusion magnetic resonance imaging. The cerebral fiber pathways formed a rectilinear
three-dimensional grid continuous with the three principal axes of development. Cortico-cortical
pathways formed parallel sheets of interwoven paths in the longitudinal and medio-lateral axes,
in which major pathways were local condensations. Cross-species homology was strong and showed
emergence of complex gyral connectivity by continuous elaboration of this grid structure. This
architecture naturally supports functional spatio-temporal coherence, developmental path-finding,
and incremental rewiring with correlated adaptation of structure and function in cerebral
plasticity and evolution.
he organizing principles of cerebral connectivity remain unclear. In the brainstem
and spinal cord, fiber pathways are organized as parallel families derived from the three
principal axes of embryonic development: the
rostro-caudal, the medio-lateral (or proximo-distal),
and the dorso-ventral (1–6). In the forebrain of
advanced species, however, corresponding patterns of connectivity have yet to be established.
Many studies of evolution, development, and gene
expression point to a geometric organization of
cerebral fiber pathways similar to that of the brain-
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stem (3–5, 7–9), and functional studies (10–13)
also suggest that connectivity is geometrically organized. Several leading theories of cerebral function (14–17) propose geometric organization at
multiple scales. However, high-resolution studies
of cerebral connectivity with tract tracers have
given only limited evidence of geometric organization (10–12, 18, 19).
A challenge in the investigation of cerebral
structure and connectivity can be traced to the
common occurrence of distinct pathways within
the same small volumes of tissue, or “path cross-
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ing.” Crossing is a pervasive feature of brain
structure and may be essential for efficient connectivity (20, 21). Owing to crossing, the mapping of connectivity must untangle pathways
from cellular to macroscopic scales simultaneously (22, 23). This was accomplished with tract
tracers methods, which are considered a gold standard (18, 19). Tracer studies inject compounds
into the live brain and allow them to disperse by
means of axonal transport, marking individual
axons over large distances. However, these can
map only a small fraction of the pathways in any
single brain and are not feasible in humans. Thus,
the discovery and analysis of the structural relationships between pathways—and their context
within cerebral connectivity—has remained challenging (18, 19, 24).
To address these limitations, methods have
been developed to map the fiber pathways of the
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(fig. S13), and was strongest when the GoC population was sparsely activated by chemical excitatory synaptic inputs (fig. S14).
Our results show that the passive properties
of GoC dendrites confer distance-dependent sublinear chemical synaptic integration. This weakens
the impact of distal excitatory inputs. However,
the high density of dendritic GJs in the molecular
layer enables PF synaptic charge to flow into the
dendrites of neighboring GoCs. This GJ-mediated
lateral excitation counteracts the effects of sublinear dendritic behavior by enabling distal inputs
to drive network activity more effectively. Dendritic GJs therefore counteract the problem of
dendritic saturation (24) without the need to
boost electrically remote synaptic input with
active dendritic conductances (25). A key role of
interneurons is to counteract and balance network
excitation. The combination of passive dendrites
and dendritic GJs facilitates this by enabling a
larger fraction of interneurons to respond to localized patches of synaptic excitation. Our results
reveal how GJs on inhibitory interneuron dendrites could contribute to spatial averaging, which
has been proposed in the retina (26) and excitatory
olfactory neurons in insects (27), and to the broad
tuning of inhibitory interneurons in cortex (28).
These mechanisms are also likely to contribute to
gain control in the granule cell layer through PFmediated feedback (29), and it seems likely that
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brain through use of diffusion magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). Diffusion MRI creates multidimensional contrast that is representative of the
distribution of fiber orientations at each location
in the tissue (21). Though of lower resolution than
tract tracing, diffusion MRI is noninvasive, applicable to humans and synoptic, and able to map the
connectional anatomy of a single brain in its entirety, including spatial correlations between path-

ways. These correlations represent the mesoscale
structure of connectivity, within the scope of which
are the questions of whether cerebral pathways are
discrete versus continuous and the detailed character of the spatial organization of connectivity.
To probe the spatial relations between the pathways of the brain, we analyzed path-adjacency and
path-crossing in four nonhuman primate species
and in humans. Diffusion spectrum MRI (DSI)

was acquired in whole-brain specimens ex vivo
in rhesus, owl monkey, marmoset, and the prosimian galago, and in vivo in subjects (515 directions; pathways were computed with deterministic
streamline integration) (21). To demonstrate pathways’ structural relationships, we augmented interactive software to compute for any path the set
of all paths with which it shares one or more
voxels, termed its path neighborhood.
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Fig. 1. Neighborhood structure of cerebral pathways. (A) MRI analog of tracer
injection. A major association pathway of the rhesus forebrain SLF3 (blue) was
identified by its termination in a selected region (yellow sphere in the parietal
lobule). A co-terminus association pathway (red) is noted. These pathways
appear as isolated structures. (B) The path neighborhood of SLF3 is identified:
a curved sheet of parallel paths (orange) that cross SLF3 nearly orthogonally.
(C to E) A path neighborhood in the rhesus frontal lobe (right lateral view). (C)
www.sciencemag.org
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A region (red sphere, arrow) is selected in the white matter deep to the cingulate gyrus. The paths incident on this region (white) are near-orthogonal
paths within the corpus callosum and SLF1. (D) The set of all paths incident on
these paths in (C) forms a curved sheet of interwoven orthogonal pathways [(E)
shows detail], including mutually parallel transverse paths of the callosum (red
to green) and longitudinal paths (blue) within SLF1 and the cingulum bundle
(CB). No other path orientations were evident.
VOL 335
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entirely consists of a single curved two-dimensional
(2D) sheet of paths, all mutually parallel, transversely oriented, and all crossing SLF3 at nearly
right angles.
To investigate neighborhood structure independent of path identifications, we adopted the following procedure: select a small region, identify its
incident paths, and compute the paths incident on
these paths, their neighborhood. This was per-

formed in the rhesus frontal lobe, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, C to E. The path neighborhood comprises
two sets—transverse callosal paths and longitudinal
paths of the cingulum and SLF1—that crossed like
the warp and weft of a fabric as a near-orthogonal
grid. Thus, these paths formed a single biaxial system. This pattern was typical of cerebral white matter.
The 3D structure of cerebral pathways was
demonstrated through analysis of several path

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on March 30, 2012

The character of a typical cerebral path neighborhood is illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1A, an
association pathway—rhesus monkey superior
longitudinal fasciculus-3 (SLF3)—is identified by
its termination within the parietal lobe; this is the
MRI analog of a tracer injection (25). So defined,
this pathway appeared as an almost isolated structure. In Fig. 1B, the path neighborhood of SLF3
was identified and was astonishingly simple. It
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Fig. 2. Grid structure of cerebral pathways. The grid structure of the pathways
of the sagittal stratum in the rhesus occipital lobe was demonstrated by means
of neighborhood analysis. (A and B) Four seed regions were selected (spheres
are indicated as superficial by red and green and as deep by yellow and
orange), their paths identified (white), and neighborhoods computed (frontooccipital fasciculus, blue; callosal paths, red and orange). The interior view
along the axis of the structure (C) illustrates its character as an orthogonal
grid. These neighborhoods comprised 2D sheets of closed quadrilaterals at
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each depth [(B), arrows]. The paths within each sheet were orthogonal: of the
longitudinal fronto-occipital fasciculus (FOF) (blue) or the transverse callsum
(red) and association system (green). Paths of the third mutually orthogonal
direction (arrowhead), perpendicular to the local cortical surface, were noted.
(D) Confocal microscopy of a sagittal slice oblique cut parallel to the lateral
face of the sagittal stratum showed in-plane crossing of FOF (horizontal) and
callosal paths (vertical oblique), and the 2D autocorrelation map of this
microscopy, representative of the fiber orientations.
SCIENCE
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neighborhoods in a single region. Deep white matter of the occipital lobe—the sagittal stratum—of
the rhesus monkey is shown in Fig. 2. Here, four
seed regions were selected whose incident paths
and their neighborhoods formed the edges and
faces of a curved rectangular box, demonstrating

system [supporting online material (SOM) text
and fig. S1].
In all present studies, cerebral path crossings
formed well-defined 2D sheets. For example, in
Fig. 2B paths crossed (arrows) so as to form closed
quadrilaterals that are elements of well-defined

A
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Fig. 3. Continuous grid structure of rhesus frontal lobes. (A)
The grid structure of subcortical
pathways was continuous within and between path neighborhoods. Three neighborhoods were
constructed of the left arcuate
and right central sulci and the
midline. (Insets) All cortico-cortical
pathways were highly curved elements in a sheet of interwoven
paths in two nearly perpendicular orientations. The grid structure was continuous within and
between neighborhoods. Path
orientation was aligned with
gyral topography in the acuate
sulcus and but oblique in central sulcus, with spiral trajectories (violet). (B) Major pathways
in deep white matter in the rhesus
frontal lobe (from top left), including SLF 1-3, and the cingulum
bundle (CB) (blue) were components of a single path-grid. Their
intersecting pathways (green, orange, and red) are transverse,
parallel at all scales, and cross
orthogonally.

that parallel grid structure of pathways was not
limited to particular 2D surfaces but extended
throughout entire 3D volumes. Paths in the third
nearly orthogonal axis were also seen and no
diagonal paths observed. Similar 3D organization
was demonstrated in the highly curved midline

B
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struction, and tractography are purely local, limited
to single or to adjacent voxels, whereas the spatial correlations entailed in this pattern were longrange and nonlinear, this structure could not be
attributed to technical artifacts related to the imaging of diffusion (SOM text and fig. S2). A
histological counterpart of the crossing structure
of fiber pathways was observed with confocal
microscopy: a tissue section through the rhesus
monkey sagittal stratum cut parallel to the sheets

of Fig. 2, A to C, that showed axons interweaving
and crossing in two axes, which was confirmed
by the orientation distribution of their spatial
autocorrelation (28).
Grid structure of cerebral pathways was pervasive, coherent, and continuous with the three
principal axes of development. In each region
in Fig. 3A, continuous grid structure is demonstrated across several regions in the frontal lobes
in rhesus monkey, including left arcuate sulcus,

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on March 30, 2012

2D surfaces. Geometrically, this configuration is
highly exceptional (26, 27). Just as it is exceedingly unlikely that several points fall on a straight
line, it is similarly improbable that two families
of curves in 3D have any 2D surfaces in common. This sheet structure was found throughout
cerebral white matter and in all species, orientations, and curvatures. Moreover, no brain pathways
were observed without sheet structure. Further, because the processes of diffusion encoding, recon-

Fig. 4. Homologous cerebral grid structure in (A) galago, (B) marmoset, (C)
owl monkey, (D) rhesus monkey, and (E) human, left lateral views. Homologous
grid structures including those of the corpus callosum/cingulum bundle (CC/CB);
sagittal stratum and supra-Sylvian region were identified in all species, and that

1632
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of the anterior commissure and fornix (AC/FX) was resolved in all ex vivo studies
[(A) to (D)]. In the rhesus monkey, grid structure is shown in gyri and sulci, including the principal, arcuate, and central sulci and the superior temporal
gyrus, continuous as grids with those of the adjacent deep white matter.
SCIENCE
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midline callosal region, and right central sulcus.
The grid orientations in central sulcus were not
parallel to gyral topography but were oblique,
following spiral trajectories. This contrasted with
the temporal lobes, where path and gyral orientations were closely aligned (SOM text and
fig. S3A).
In rhesus deep white matter, the major frontal
association pathways were parallel elements of
a single grid (Fig. 3B, SOM text, and fig. S4).
These pathways were not highly distinct but continuous with their neighbors via sparse interposed
parallel paths. This was consistent in analysis at
multiple depths (SOM text and fig. S4). Thus,
major longitudinal pathways of the frontal lobe
as well as longitudinal U-fiber pathways could be
considered local condensations of a single system
that spans the frontal lobe. The grid structure of
pathways of the cerebral mantle was continuous
with those of the limbic system and basal ganglia
(SOM text and fig. S3B).
To investigate how pathways may change
course, we analyzed a known turn in a major cerebral pathway identified in the tracer studies of
Schmahmann and Pandya in rhesus monkey (17).
Tracer and DSI showed bifurcation of a frontal
projection pathway into transverse and dorsoventral components. In lieu of diagonals, pathways were found to bifurcate and turn between
axes (SOM text and fig. S5).
To investigate grid continuity in the cerebral
hemisphere, widely separated path neighborhoods
were constructed in owl monkey. Grid structure
was maintained at all scales, from the single
voxel, to the lobe, to the hemisphere (SOM text
and fig. S6). Continuity of grid structure between
superficial gyral and deep cerebral pathways was
demonstrated through analysis of neighborhoods
at sequential depths (SOM text and fig. S4). Grid
structure in all three orthogonal axes was observed in the centrum semiovale, including the
longitudinal and transverse paths and dorso-ventral
projection paths. This was observed in the rhesus
and in the human, in vivo and ex vivo (SOM text
and fig. S7). Further validation of grid structure
of cerebral pathways was obtained with an alternative MRI contrast mechanism of circular diffusion contrast (SOM text and fig. S8) (29), and the
recognized triaxial structure of pathways of the
brainstem was shown with present methods
(SOM text and fig. S9).
Strong homology of deep cerebral grid structure was found across all species studied (Fig. 4).
These included the grid systems of the callosum,
sagittal stratum, and supra-Sylvian pathways, as
well as the crossing of the fornix and anterior
commissure in all species studied ex vivo at high
resolution. In the rhesus monkey, central and subcortical grid structures (Fig. 4D), including those
of the major frontal sulci (principal, arcuate,
central), fit together continuously like a jigsaw
puzzle (SOM text and figs. S3A, S4, and S6, owl
monkey). Thus, we hypothesize that the complex
connectivity of the cerebral mantle represents a
continuous elaboration of the simpler core.

We have found that the fiber pathways of the
forebrain are organized as a highly curved 3D
grid derived from the principal axes of development. This structure has a natural interpretation.
By the Frobenius theorem, any three families of
curves in 3D mutually cross in sheets if and only
if they represent the gradients of three corresponding scalar functions (26, 27). Accordingly,
we hypothesize that the pathways of the brain
follow a base-plan established by the three chemotactic gradients of early embryogenesis (30). Thus,
the pathways of the mature brain presents an image of these three primordial gradients, plastically
deformed by development. This could be tested
by obtaining diffusion MRI during cerebral embryogenesis and assessing the derivation of pathways from the primordial directions. Grid structure
should restrict and simplify axonal path-finding
compared with models that allow less constrained
and less correlated connectivity within and between cerebral areas. If grid structure guides connectivity similar to the lane markers in a highway,
then navigation would be reduced from a general
3D problem to a far simpler question of when
to exit. In the brain, fibers growing in any axis
would have a choice at each moment of just the
four orthogonal directions perpendicular to their
course. Grid structure would increase the efficacy
of path orientation as a mechanism of axonal pathfinding (31, 32). Simultaneously, this structure
supports incremental modification of connectivity
by geometric modification within broad continuous families of parallel paths. Thus, the grid organization of cerebral pathways may represent a
“default connectivity,” on which adaptation of
structure and function can both occur incrementally in evolution and development, plasticity,
and function.
A grid organization of cerebral pathways has
been suggested in several contexts. Katz et al. (8)
hypothesized that a large-scale substrate of grid organization is applicable to forebrain development.
Checkerboard organization of cortical Brodmann
fields has been noted in visual areas of the temporal lobe (1) and frontal motor areas (3) in monkeys. In humans, Badre and D’Esposito (13) have
suggested hierarchic organization of the frontal
cortex along a rostro-caudal axis.
The correlation between grid and topographic
orientations observed in the rhesus temporal lobe
supports Van Essen’s hypothesis relating cerebral
folding to fiber tension (33); however, the variable relation of fiber structure and cortical folding observed in the frontal lobe merits further
investigation. More recently, Clochoux et al. have
derived from its patterns of folding a spherical
coordinate system for the longitude and latitude
of the human cerebral cortex (34). This coordinate system seems generally congruent with that
implied by the present grid structure of pathways,
and investigation of their relationship may shed
light on the linkage in structure and development
between cerebral gray matter and white matter.
Greater differentiation between pathways was
observed in the more complex rhesus brain than in
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simpler species, suggesting that the evolutionary
emergence of discrete pathways parallels the increasing cerebral complexity in the primate lineage.
Functionally, pervasive cerebral organization with
parallel paths and similar lengths would naturally
support neural coding via spatial and temporal
coherence (16).
The grid structure of cerebral pathways has
implications for brain mapping: It suggests a simplifying framework and natural coordinate system (35) for the description of brain structure, its
pathways, and connectivity; simplifies and constrains models of cerebral white matter; and indicates that topographic organization is characteristic
of cerebral connectivity and not limited to a few
major pathways. Of concern, present findings suggest that existing MRI tractography may underestimate sharp turning (36). It also provides a
means to validate MRI tractography through consistency with grid structure.
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Hierarchical Genetic Organization of
Human Cortical Surface Area
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Surface area of the cerebral cortex is a highly heritable trait, yet little is known about genetic influences
on regional cortical differentiation in humans. Using a data-driven, fuzzy clustering technique with
magnetic resonance imaging data from 406 twins, we parceled cortical surface area into genetic
subdivisions, creating a human brain atlas based solely on genetically informative data. Boundaries
of the genetic divisions corresponded largely to meaningful structural and functional regions;
however, the divisions represented previously undescribed phenotypes different from conventional
(non–genetically based) parcellation systems. The genetic organization of cortical area was hierarchical,
modular, and predominantly bilaterally symmetric across hemispheres. We also found that the results
were consistent with human-specific regions being subdivisions of previously described, genetically
based lobar regionalization patterns.
s early as the 1950s, Bergquist and Kallen
postulated that the entire embryonic
brain is divisible into an anteroposterior
series of segmented neuromeres, each forming a
complete ring around the brain’s longitudinal
axis (1). Almost 40 years later, experimental data
showed that many gene expression domains respect segment boundaries in the embryonic vertebrate hindbrain, suggesting a role of genetic
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control in regional differentiation (2, 3). This
important finding prompted a search for similar
genetic regulatory organization in other regions
of the developing vertebrate brain (4). In particular, in the past decade the cerebral cortex has
received substantial attention. Studies have shown,
for example, that several signaling molecules and
transcription factors are involved in establishing
boundaries between mouse cortical regions (5, 6).
Animal data demonstrate that the regional or
positional identity of cortical regions is defined
by the combinatorial expression pattern of various genes controlling for regional differentiation, each of which is expressed in a graded and
restricted pattern with distinct spatiotemporal characteristics (7). Little is known, however, about
the genetic patterning underlying the human cortex. In our previous work (8), we showed that
genetic patterning underlying the anteroposterior
gradient and four basic cortical divisions of cortical surface area demonstrated in mouse models
(7) also existed in the human cortex. Furthermore, region-specific cortical areal expansion in
humans has been linked to specific genetic polymorphisms (9, 10). We sought to go beyond the
fundamental commonalities that humans share
with other species and to investigate the genetic
patterning specific to the human cortex with its
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1000-fold increase in surface area relative to the
mouse brain (11). In effect, we sought to develop
a brain atlas of human cortical surface area that
was based entirely on genetic correlations, rather
than a priori structural or functional information.
To delineate the genetic patterning of the cortical area, we measured relative surface areal expansion using cortical surface reconstruction and
spherical atlas mapping developed by Dale and
colleagues (12–14). We divided the area measured at each location by the total surface area in
order to account for global effects. Using the twin
design, which compares monozygotic and dizygotic twins, we then estimated genetic correlations
between different points on the cortical surface.
These genetic correlations represent shared genetic influences on relative areal expansion between cortical regions (15). Details of these methods
have been previously described (8, 16). After
computing pairwise genetic correlations, we used
an unsupervised pattern recognition method—
fuzzy cluster analysis (17)—to demarcate the genetic topography of cortical surface area based on
the genetic correlations of relative surface area
measures. To determine the appropriate number
of clusters, we computed the widely used silhouette coefficient.
On the basis of the peak of the silhouette
coefficients (fig. S1), we identified 12 natural
clusters. These clusters correspond closely to
meaningful structural and functional regions
(Fig. 1), even though the registration procedure
did not rely on prespecified anatomical landmarks;
rather, it makes use of the continuous pattern of
surface curvature (13). In describing the subdivisions, we use conventional labels, but these
only approximate the observed clusters. Subdivisions of the frontal cortex include the motorpremotor, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex extending
to the anterior and superior parts, dorsomedial
frontal, and orbitofrontal (Fig. 1, clusters 1 to 4).
Another cluster is found between the frontal and
parietal cortices, extending from pars opercularis
to the subcentral region, including the inferior
pre- and post-central gyri (Fig. 1, cluster 5). The
temporal cortex includes the superior temporal,
posterolateral temporal cortex extending to temporal and parietal junction, and anteromedial temporal cortex (Fig. 1, clusters 6 to 8). The parietal
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